TYPES OF TILES:

FIRST EXTERIOR WALL TILE:
OK

OK

OK

OK

EQUIPMENT: 80 tiles, 8 pawns, rules

CROSS
(12)

PARALLEL
(10)

DIAGONAL
(10)

ELBOW
(8)
NOT
OK

OBJECT: Every turn, place a tile and move
your pawn (if you can and want to) so that
you get to the exit tile first after it is played.

OK

OK

SETUP: Take out the exit tile and one cross
tile for 2-4 players, the exit tile and two
cross tiles for 5-8 players. Place the rest of
the tiles face down in a pile or one or more
stacks. (Alternatively, place the rest of the
tiles in an opaque bag.)
2 to 4
players
5 to 8
players

Choose a pawn and an order in which
players will take their turns. ( With 2
players, try 2 pawns per player.) Place the
cross tile (or cross tiles side by side) in the
center of the play area. Starting with the
first player, place your pawn on one of the
white spaces on the starting tile(s) until all
players have placed their pawns.
For example:

EXTERIOR
CORNER
(16)

UNOBSTRUCTED OBSTRUCTED
EXTERIOR
EXTERIOR
(14)
(9)

EXIT
(1)

YOUR TURN: On your turn, you must draw a facedown tile and attach it on a side (not a corner) to
the tiles already face up.
There are only two exceptions: (1) You must
discard exterior corner cards if the exterior wall
hasn’t started yet. (2) After the fourth exterior
corner has been played, you may draw a tile and
replace an unoccupied tile already played if both
tiles have only interior walls on them. The
replaced tile goes in a face-up discard stack.

In the example above, there are six
possible placements for the newly
drawn obstructed exterior tile and
one incorrect placement. You must
always place exterior wall tiles so
that the brick wall is one single
segment growing in both
directions either (1) toward the
two ends meeting or (2) away from
immediate and eventual dead ends.
For example:

Once you have placed your tile, you may move
your pawn one tile, if it is possible. You do not
have to move on your turn. When you move, you
may only move from one tile to another tile that
is touching on a side if you can do it without
crossing the black interior walls or the red brick
exterior walls. You may occupy the same space as
another pawn.

You must also be sure to keep all the
interior walls on only one side of the
brick exterior wall. For example:
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NOT
OK

JOINING THE BRICK WALL ENDS: If the two ends of
the red brick exterior wall meet, you must replace
unoccupied unobstructed and obstructed exterior
tiles and the exit tile every time you draw other
unobstructed or obstructed exterior tiles or the exit
tile. From that point on, all exterior corner tiles
drawn are discarded. You can use this strategy to
discard the exit tile, if it looks like one of your
opponents will get to it before you do. For
example:

AFTER THE FOURTH EXTERIOR CORNER IS PLAYED:
(1) Shuffle the exit tile randomly face down into the
draw pile or draw stack(s). (2) When you draw the
cross, parallel, diagonal, and elbow tiles, you may
either play them in new locations, OR you may
replace already-played interior wall tiles. For
example, you can use this to escape when trapped:

WINNING THE ROUND: When any player lands on
the exit tile, the round is over. You can declare that
player the winner or score the round and play
more rounds (to one hour, 25 penalty points, or
whatever endpoint you want).

To score penalty points, start with the next
player’s turn, then every other player in turn
order. This may mean that someone may
clear your path for you before you tally your
score.

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM
STRATEGIC SPACE:

Each move it takes to get to the exit tile = 1 point
Each tile drawn trying to replace obstacles = 1 point
Each wall your pawn climbs over = 4 points

For example, in the game shown below, red wins
and takes zero penalty points, green is two tiles
away and takes 2 penalty points, and yellow
takes 1 turn to move off the elbow, draws a
cross tile then a parallel tile to replace the
elbow, and then takes 5 turns to get to the exit
tile for a total of 8 penalty points.

THE DISCARD STACK: Any exterior corner tiles
drawn before other exterior wall tiles have
been played, any tiles replaced by other tiles
after the fourth exterior corner has been
played, the exit (if discarded), and any other
tiles that could not be played go into a discard
stack. When the last tile is drawn from the draw
pile or stack(s), the discard stack is shuffled and
becomes a new draw pile. If all the tiles have
been played and none can be drawn, players
take turns moving one tile at a time until some
player reaches the exit. If no one can reach the
exit, the round is a stalemate, and everyone
gets penalty points based on their position
when no pawn can get any closer to the exit.

ZOMBIE ATTACK: A Strategy
Escape Game, 2-6 players
age 8 to adult (ideally 3-6
players age 12 to adult)

DEER HUNTER 2050:
A Strategy Pursuit Game, 2-8
players age 8 to adult (ideally
2-6 players age 12 to adult)

Look for these games soon:
MASTER SPY
SAMSARA
STAR HOPPER

